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SQUARE TREAT BOX (Open Top) 
 

1) Cut card stock to 8-1/2"x3-1/2". 
2) Score horizontally, 1-1/2" from from bottom edge. 
3) Score vertically at 2", 4", 6" and 8". 
4) Cut scored rectangle away from bottom right corner. (see illustration) 
5) Cut along the 2", 4", 6" and 8" score lines, ONLY UP TO the horizontal score line at 1-

1/2" from the bottom. 
6) Adhere ½" edge to other side of box, then fold in and adhere bottom flaps. 

 
The dimensions for this box were chosen to easily get 3 boxes from one sheet of 8-1/2"x11" 
card stock.   
 

 
 
To create a larger square box (and get 2 boxes from one sheet of 8-1/2" x 11" card stock, use 
the following dimensions: 
 

1) Cut card stock to 10-1/2"x4-1/4"". 
2) Score horizontally, 1-3/4" from from bottom edge. 
3) Score vertically at 2-1/2", 5", 7-1/2" and 10". 
4) Cut scored rectangle away from bottom right corner. (see illustration) 
5) Cut along the 2-1/2", 5", 7-1/2" and 10" score lines, ONLY UP TO the horizontal score 

line at 1-3/4" from the bottom. 
6) Adhere ½" edge to other side of box, then fold in and adhere bottom flaps. 

 
DESIGN IDEAS: 

• Fill with shredded paper, and insert candies or party favors. 
• Use a cello bag to contain small treats such as jelly beans. 
• Attach a handle, using extra card stock and brads, or ribbon. 
• Fashion a lid from an extra piece of card stock. 
• Wrap Designer Series Paper around each box, and die cut the first letter of each 

dinner guest's name, and use as favors at each place setting. 
• Create cards with quotes to fill the box.  A quote-a-day countdown to Christmas 

makes a nice gift! 
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TRIANGLE TREAT BOX 
 

1) Cut card stock to 8-1/2"x3-1/2". 
2) Score vertically, at center (4-1/4") 
3) Measure to horizontal center and make a light pencil mark on right edge, then do the 

same on the left edge. (1-3/4") 
4) Score from the mark at each horizontal center, to top center, and from horizontal center, 

to bottom center, on each side. (see illustration) 
5) Fold along score lines, and close. 
6) Punch holes approximately where shown, to string ribbon through, to hold box closed. 
7) Tie ribbon closed using a bow or simple loop, to enable multiple opening and closings of 

the box. 
 
The dimensions for this box were chosen to easily get 3 boxes from one sheet of 8-1/2"x11" 
card stock.   
 

 
 
To create a larger triangle box, simply start with a larger rectangle.  Divide the length in half, 
and the height in half, to find the scoring points. 
 
DESIGN IDEAS: 

• Fill with treats, using a small cello bag to contain small treats such as jelly beans. 
• Make a witch's hat by adding an extra strip of card stock along the bottom front. 
• Lay additional ribbon across the center score mark before folding, then use that 

ribbon as a hanger to create an ornament. 
• Use the ornament idea to create an advent tree or wall hanging, for Halloween or 

Christmas.  Fill each box with treats, a meaningful quote, or a suggested activity 
for each day. 

• Score a piece of coordinating card stock lengthwise and adhere to back of 
triangle to use as an "easel" to stand the triangle on end. 

• Makes a great "over the hill" party favor when standing on end, decorated as a 
mountain peak. 


